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Summary

Creating a common goal

There’s a long way to go before the real 
estate sector becomes Paris-proof. 
Tenants, owners, investors, developers 
and consultants often have real difficulties 
in finding common ground. Each stage 
of the building process – development, 
sale, construction, use and repurposing 
– involves different parties and receives 
different benefits from increased 
sustainability. The good news is that it’s 
becoming more common to see examples 
in which ‘the circle of blame’ – where parties 
pass the buck onto others for low ambitions 
– is replaced by a shared goal: companies 
joining forces to reduce their footprint. A 
new financial vision, a focus on innovation, 
a dedicated role for the government and 
behavioural changes by all stakeholders 
are leading to some genuinely encouraging 
success stories.

Read more about how ‘the circle of blame’ 
is holding back the real estate sector and 
which alternatives are being developed. 
Leveraging on input from experts from 
the real estate industry, we examine these 
new perspectives and how these can be 
translated into a shared interest for all 
parties in the sector. 
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Real estate can play a far greater role in the road to zero carbon than 

it is playing now. What are the main obstacles for owners, investors, 

developers, consultants and tenants? And how should the road best be 

travelled?  This paper features advice from Amber Huizinga (Aedes real 

estate), Patrick Flaton (Avignon Capital) and Arnoud Walrecht (KPMG) 

on how to move from a circle of blame to a shared aim.

What is the circle of blame?
A circle of blame describes the way parties involved in real estate  

development become gridlocked. No one wants to take the  

initiative to truly increase sustainability if they have to pay the price 

while others reap the rewards. Everyone is waiting to see how other 

parties act. It is understandable as people are unlikely to solve another 

person’s problem without at least seeing some benefits themselves. 

Want to read our 
other white papers 
for real estate 
decision makers?

Let’s go →
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The cost of the circle of blame

The circle of blame is costing the real estate sector valuable years in 

which buildings are being constructed or repurposed while we know 

that re-investments will be required in ten years’ time to meet the  

demands which will then apply. These are missed opportunities, 

especially as there are plenty of examples of how things should be 

done. And it leads to a major consequences for real estate value,  

comfort, climate and society, along with higher energy costs and the 

risk of extensive government regulations. 

Solutions

Thankfully, we are seeing new ideas break the vicious circle from  

various angles. We spoke with Amber Huizinga (Head of Development at 

Aedes real estate), Patrick Flaton (CEO of Avignon Capital) and Arnoud 

Walrecht (Circular Economy Lead at KPMG) to remap the playing field. 

This resulted in four possible solutions:

1. Return-on investment: new visions on making money

2. Innovation as a driving force

3. Government as a stimulator and discourager

4. Changing behaviour among all stakeholders
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Breaking the circle of blame

1. Return-on investment:  
new visions on making 
money

Focusing on fair value over standard value 

Insight into the added value of increased 

sustainability among stakeholders can be 

provided either by using figures or sharing 

idealistic arguments. “We really have to 

change the approach we’ve been taking for 

decades,” says Arnoud Walrecht, Circular 

Economy Lead at consultancy bureau KPMG. 

“The depreciation to zero for materials and 

systems, for example, is a fairly automatic 

process but no longer necessary.” A circular 

building still has value at the end of the road 

as the materials used can be recycled or the 

function of the building changed. We have to 

start focusing on fair value instead of standard 

value.” 
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Circular construction
Circular construction means  

developing, using and repurposing 

buildings, areas and infrastructure 

without unnecessarily depleting 

natural resources, polluting the 

living environment or damaging 

ecosystems. Building in a way that 

is economically sound and  

contributes to the wellbeing of 

people and animals; here and  

elsewhere, now and later. 

Taking into account the end result 

when starting the development 

process changes the way  

calculations are made and thought 

processes formed. Project  

developers and (semi-)public 

institutions can start by taking the 

first steps. “For instance, you can 

include scale increases, such as a 

neighbourhood-focused approach 

for energy-related facilities, in the 

sustainability vision from the start,” 

says Walrecht. “This makes it  

cheaper for all parties involved 

and, in my experience, is the way to 

break the circle of blame.”

Make a circular business 
model
Running a business from a circular 

perspective removes many stan-

dard arguments against increased  

sustainability. “It may also make it easier to convince 

other stakeholders as it becomes easier to calculate 

and understand the payback period,” Walrecht  

explains. “This is not always the case when increasing 

Amber Huizinga (Head of Development at Aedes) sees 
circularity as one of the keys to a higher valuation of 
sustainable real estate. 

“I really believe in the future of the circular 
economy. In the business model itself, in the 
material use and in the user stage of real estate. 
Ensuring that products which may no longer 
have value for you do have a value for others.”

Huizinga believes that the added value of 
sustainable real estate will accelerate over time.  

“It is easier to convince your  
co-stakeholders to take a circular approach 
if they can see proof of added value. 
Unfortunately, we are still in the early stages 
of circular construction and don’t yet see the 
benefits on a large scale.

There are no buildings built 40 years ago which 
we can use as an example so, in this regard, we 
are still at the very beginning. Once the benefits 
have been proven several times over, however, 
the majority will start participating and circular 
development will gain momentum.”
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sustainability. An important matter here is: how do you place a value on 

sustainability from the outset? How do you approach such a business 

case financially and economically?”  

Include social benefits
One way to give a value to increased sustainability from the start is to 

include the social and ecological costs and benefits, such as carbon 

pricing (valuing CO2 emissions). “And there are other social costs  

involved in buildings or building-related assets,” says Walrecht. Adding 

more biodiversity than previously available (by creating a better living 

environment for people, plants and animals) has benefits, for  

instance – although not directly for the real estate owner. “But if we were 

to take these social costs and benefits into account in the methods used 

to value a building, this would have obvious benefits for a sustainable 

building. If a building is designed in such a way that more social and 

economic value can be created because the building is easy to adapt, 

multifunctional, modular or energy positive, this could also result in a 

different valuation.” Including the social benefits of an asset will favour 

sustainability.

Pass on investment costs to the tenant
When developers keep a building as an investment this reduces the  

circle of blame as they take on an extra stakeholder role – which in turn 

means one fewer party to convince. 

Huizinga: “You’ll then receive rent and the original investment is earned 

back over the next 10-20-30 years. Aim for issues such as rental  

comfort, quality and sustainability to justify a higher rent. Or ensure 

lower costs in the investment period by building a more energy-efficient 

building. It may demand a long-term vision, but you’ll see the returns in 

the end.” 

Seeing increased sustainability as a saving
The concept that sustainability only costs money and offers very little 

return should be banished as soon as possible. Instead we have to  

contextualise sustainability as a saving. An energy-positive building  

means a much lower energy bill (and benefits in the short term!). But 

there are many other options than just the obvious ones. 

At Aedes, Huizinga is involved in quite a few hotels. These types of  
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assets, which are developed right down to the furniture, provide many 

opportunities for increased sustainability, for example with regard to  

material use: “My main hope is that people see that you get what you 

pay for, and that it’s important to invest in the long term.” Not just with 

regard to installations, but also the interior. “Many hotel operators 

choose a trendy interior, something contemporary. This means that the 

venue may need a complete refurbishment in just five years, when the 

trend has passed. Everything will have to be thrown out and replaced by 

a new interior with another limited lifespan.” This approach is ineffective. 

“Where possible, we choose a timeless interior. It is nice to spend time in 

these hotels as you can feel they are built for the long term. Moreover, it 

saves costs!” 

In some cases, increasing sustainability can even make you wealthier. Or 

at the very least, not worse off. Sustainability measures can lead to lower 

user costs, and increase a building’s value. That is why there are lots of 

measures for which the costs can be recovered in the short term.

Building inspiration
AEDES | nHow hotel RAI

A place where contemporary art, design, gastronomy and 
cultural expressions mix. A new vibrant hub for  
business travelers, tourists and Amsterdam locals alike.  
The iconic building, facing various wind directions,  
symbolises the melting-pot the city of Amsterdam has  
always been.

With its 650 rooms nhow Amsterdam RAI takes the title of 
largest newly built hotel in the Benelux region.  
Located alongside the RAI convention center, it’s an iconic, 
signature building in Amsterdam’s rapidly  
developing Zuidas business district.

nhow Amsterdam RAI commits to a sustainable future by 
following world-leading standards for sustainability and 
energy efficiency. The hotel boasts a BREEAM Excellent 
certification.

DEVELOPER BAS VAN DAM, BEING
“This amazing new place is a significant addition to the city 
and the RAI convention center. By putting daring architecture 
together with a sustainable building, we were able to make an 
immense positive impact on the  
surroundings.”

source: being.nl 9
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Reconsidering traditional financial  
constructions
The financial instruments for increasing  

sustainability have been transformed and it is no 

longer necessary to enter into a financing  

agreement with just one party. One option, for 

instance, is building-specific financing, which is no 

longer based on the owner’s mortgage but on the 

building itself. Walrecht: “In these cases it doesn’t 

matter if it is the lessor or owner who is the direct 

recipient of the burdens and benefits. The  

flexibilisation of the relationship between owners 

and users is becoming increasingly popular and is an 

interesting development.” 

There’s also lots to gain from small changes in the 

traditional day-to-day matters. If owners pay the 

energy bill themselves and settle via the rent, they 

also benefit from reducing the bill via smart  

innovations.  

In a green lease, the tenant and owner share the 

costs for increased sustainability and related  

agreements are included in the rental contract.  

This means owners benefit from both the value  

increase and having a satisfied customer, while 

tenants have the advantage of reduced operational 

costs. In some cases, a green lease goes beyond 

financial agreements. There may be agreements on 

allowing cleaners access to the building during the 

day to ensure the building is only used in daytime, 

and allowing the lights and other installations to be 

shut down at night. 

There are also parties that have specifically  

chosen to operate in this segment of the maket,such 

as ESCOs. These energy service companies help firms increase sustainability by looking  

at which measures can provide the best results for a specific building. ESCOs are often employed to finance 

highly energy-efficient thermal installations.

Customer story hello energy 
MB4, Savills Portugal

One of the largest office buildings in Lisbon dating 
back to the eighties is ready for the 21st century. 
Ready to see it in all its glory? 
 
‘MB4’ by Avignon Capital and Savills Portugal is  
located in the epicentre of the prestigious business 
area of Lisbon.

Guests and te-
nants entering 
the building will 
be wowed by the 
stunning lobby fe-
aturing interactive 
screens showing 
engaging energy 
insights with hello 
energy.

Although most of 
the glass façade 
and other original 
elements have 
been repurposed to keeps it’s  
appealing aesthetic, the building’s performance has 
been bumped way up into the green zone. With a 
pre-certification process for BREEAM In-Use, it’s 
ready to welcome tenants with some amazing new 
features:
 

→  Renewed electrical equipment

→ New ventilation systems

→ Green & renewable energy with photovoltaic panels

→ Water-saving system

→ Sensors on each floor to measure air quality and 
occupancy
 
We can’t wait to visit our client in sunny Portugal!

Want to read more customer stories or case studies? 
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Breaking the circle of blame

2. Innovation as a 
driving source

There are many exciting developments with 

regard to sustainability innovation. It is easy 

to overlook their value (for now, at least). 

According to Patrick Flaton, CEO of investor 

Avignon Capital, innovation will determine 

our success in terms of sustainability. “Take 

electric cars, for example. Years ago, you 

might have laughed at the idea but now it’s 

becoming the standard and it’s becoming 

more affordable. We’ll see the same 

happening with more and more innovations, 

which will be very helpful and significantly 

change the game.” 
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Sustainability as a service
Rooftop sharing, for example, involves both a  

technical innovation and a chain innovation. In this  

concept, the investment risk of solar panels is carried by an 

intermediary. And they also make all the efforts: is the roof  

suitable for PV? Do we need to apply for a permit? And they 

take care of the maintenance too. “This is an interesting  

business model,” adds Walrecht. “Why would everyone need 

their own PV panel?” The developments also involve  

installations like lifts in which parties pay to use instead of own 

an elevator. This allows lift manufacturers to optimise  

sustainability for the user and building owner, and may even 

reduce costs.

Huizinga shares some experiences gained while working for 

a former employer. “When we were developing the nhow 

Amsterdam RAI hotel, we used the roof of the adjacent RAI 

exhibition and conference centre as an energy supply for the 

hotel. We had an external party contribute the investment in 

the installation. It really can work. Especially with the population density 

challenge we all face. Otherwise, it’s just a waste of square metres.” 

Become your own operator
An interesting perspective, according to Huizinga, is to actually use one’s 

buildings yourself rather than sell them. This makes you a developer, 

owner and operator: “So, when we talk about the circle of blame, there’s 

the investor, the tenant, the developer, etcetera. This vicious circle can 

be such a limiting factor that you no longer wish to depend on a tenant 

when it comes to sustainability ambitions. In this case, you can choose 

to become the operator of your own building.” 

This reduces the circle and the number of stakeholders who need to be 

convinced. And it is much easier to increase sustainability than with the 

old model, says Huizinga: “For developers with a traditional business  

model –who only develop and otherwise depend on external parties 

when it comes to investments and rent – you see the same story  

repeating itself. If the investor does not want to pay for sustainability, 

the developer will not choose to bear all the costs.” Keeping the building 

makes it financially interesting for developers to take measures to  

increase sustainability.

“When we were developing 
the nhow Amsterdam RAI 
hotel, we used the roof of 
the adjacent exhibition and 
conference centre as an 
energy supply for the hotel. 
We had an external party 
contribute the investment 
in the installation. It really 
can work. 

Amber Huizinga, Head of 
Development at Aedes
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Niche market for project developers
Because the process of investing and recovering costs is so complex, 

one party has to take the initiative. But one can also think of situations in 

which the task is outsourced, or the sustainability initiative comes from 

outside the circle altogether. Walrecht: “Maybe that’s where project de-

velopers can step in. Not in the classic sense – building something new 

on an empty plot – but by getting involved in sustainable tenant-lessor 

projects. The developer could ask a specific fee and, depending on the 

profits of being sustainable, this could pay dividends. It’s important to 

get everyone on board first. There’s little to be achieved from  

working with just the one tenant on the first floor, or those on the first 

and third….”

hello energy customer story: HNK Den Bosch

The HNK office in Den Bosch is a stunning example of adaptability and innovation.

Den Bosch, known as the Venice of the Netherlands, is the gate to the southern part of our country. 
Between the modern and historic industrial hotspots, it’s the perfect place to settle as a business with lots of 
opportunities for networking and growing.

HNK, Het Nieuwe Kantoor BV is a concept by NSI that allows tenants to flexibly scale up or down and choose an office 
space that perfectly fits their needs. By providing high-quality customer-centric service, tenants can fully focus on 
their work and maximise their productivity. hello energy helps translate HNK’s ESG ambitions into visual touchpoints 
with daily sustainability tips for visitors and tenants, right next to the reception desk. hello energy also helps with:

• Giving actionable insights in the lobby and reception areas with fun & inspiring content for visitors and tenants
• Giving all tenants their own login to hello energy, so they can see how the building is performing
• Collecting and showing real-time data of the building
• Helping HNK to benchmark the performance of their portfolio against similar buildings

Together with TPEX International, HNK has 
installed a detection system to monitor the 
occupancy of its buildings. In doing so, HNK 
ensures a healthy, safe and optimal use of its 
spaces. hello energy assists in this by  
visualising the gathered data on screens in 
the reception area.

HNK believes that people can work in the 
most optimal way when they have an  
inspiring and professional working  
environment with a good atmosphere.  
All 11 HNK locations feature top-notch  
services, including comfortable desks,  
modern office spaces, a coffee bar and a warm welcome by the HNK manager.

Want to read more customer stories or case studies? Go to our website. 13
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Breaking the circle of blame

3. Government 
as stimulator and 
discourager

All experts we spoke to listed government 

measures as a possible tool for breaking the 

circle of blame – via subsidies, fees or as a 

mediator.
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Government measures  
(fines or subsidies)
Sweden offers a lower tax scheme to proven 

circular activities. “This translates the benefits for 

society into the individual (building) level,” explains 

Walrecht. “Avoiding the impact of building materials is 

therefore rewarded.” The same applies to subsidies. 

And it works. “I really believe in money as an incentive 

for stimulating increased sustainability. But sometimes 

this demands a creative approach: what type of  

business model should be followed to achieve the 

right circular incentives and for whom?” 

This type of reward acts as an incentive for further 

increasing the sustainability of existing and new real 

estate. And this, in turn, leads to further rewards via 

assessments such as BREEAM, GRESB and WELL.

Government mediation
Just because an external party provides a technological solution that 

does not automatically mean everyone knows about it or is convinced it 

works. “It’s not always easy and I think some extra support would be  

useful,” Walrecht continues. “Maybe via a local economic board or a 

municipality with neighbourhood goals acting as a mediator. But it could 

also be a financial party that can help break the circle of blame.”

An external organisation can certainly be relevant when it comes to  

generating joint engagement in the circle of blame. “There are  

businesses that focus on this specifically,” says Walrecht. “They address 

owners’ associations: ‘we can help reduce your energy bill, but everyone 

must cooperate.’ And this is not just about the consumer market, which is 

even more fragmented than the commercial. For the commercial market, 

developers or investors could actually play a brokerage role. They also 

have an interest in increasing sustainability from a value and portfolio 

perspective.”

“I really believe in money as 
an incentive for stimulating 
increased sustainability. But 
sometimes this demands a 
creative approach: what type of 
business model should be 
followed to achieve the right 
circular incentives and for 
whom?” 

Arnoud Walrecht, Sustainability 
Director at KPMG.
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Breaking the circle of blame

4. Changing the 
behavior of all 
stakeholders

One way or another, something will have 

to change eventually in order to ensure a 

continued increase in sustainability. And 

everyone in the circle will have to cooperate. 

So, how do you achieve that?
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First, you need a clear starting point, says Walrecht: “Share the status 

with all stakeholders ‘This is our current material and energy footprint, 

and we can reduce it by taking circular measures and making circular 

investments.’ This transparency is still lacking on a large scale and  

building labels don’t yet provide sufficient insight either.” 

In addition to a clear starting point, a major shift in the thought  

process is required – and not just once, but continuously. Everyone 

wants to share the sense that they are working towards something 

together and not on opposite sides. “This demands creativity,” Walrecht 

confirms. “What if, technically, you could switch from label D to label B; 

how would you get people on board? How could you make it clear to 

everyone what the results would be? (Enthusiastically:) Are you in?”

Dare to be ambitious
Huizinga believes that all these calculations and communication plans 

depend on a gut feeling: “For many of the investment decisions I make 

with a long-term focus, a spreadsheet will not ultimately provide direct 

insight into the added value.” Decision makers have to sense the  

urgency. “Thankfully, this is becoming more common. And that enables 

the circle of blame to be broken. It is no longer a matter of pointing the 

finger, something must be done.” 

Social behavioural change
If it were up to investor Flaton we would broaden our focus to more 

than the real estate industry. He thinks that society as a whole is built 

up out of larger and smaller circles of blame.

“When we buy a building, we often finance the purchase with instituti-

onal funds. From insurance companies, from pension funds, you name 

it. And these pension funds say: ‘listen guys, we need a certain financial 

result’. After all, they are using money from pension payers. We may 

decide to change the policy toward more sustainable investments, but 

if the coverage drops or the payment standard of the end clients goes 

down, they are the ones at risk. And that would lead to a revolt among 

premium payers.”

This is how the circles are maintained. “We all want to have as much 

money as possible left at the end of the month to do other things,”  

Flaton concedes. “Only together can we change this mindset. I am 

optimistic though. Looking at the upcoming generation, the teens and 17



people in their early twenties… They are far more aware that there is more to the world than making money.” 

Huizinga is also paying keen attention to the sustainable noises coming from the younger generation: “That’s 

what I believe in most: that it should come from within. And we see this in the younger generation. Take the 

many climate marches around the world. I think this intrinsic value is increasing and in the end,  

consumers will also increasingly choose sustainable products. There will always be parties who will try to  

serve a different purpose, for whatever reason. Unfortunately, greed for money will sometimes get in the way.”

Behaviour-changing events
The effect of a young, green generation is receiving support from an unexpected angle. Events, such as the 

COVID-19 pandemic, can  

create an unforeseen acceleration. Flaton: “COVID has made some things clear to me as well. It is possible to 

work from home. It was the ultimate testing ground. We have seen that we can be more flexible. And  

especially older generations, with their punch clock systems, have seen that it is more effective when people 

don’t have to come into the office every day. We have seen major changes there and it’s a positive  

development.” 

Yes, it feels wrong to base one’s hope on a pandemic, Flaton concurs. But still: “We need events to realise 

what is right or wrong and what is possible. The new way of thinking developed during the pandemic is  

turning people toward a more sustainable mindset in the long term. If we don’t use it, we’ll have lost twice. 

There’s a reason they say never waste a good crisis.”
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Thank you for reading our white paper

A bit more about us

Want to go net zero but don’t know how to 

get there? That’s simply impossible without 

involving others.

hello energy is a SaaS solution that allows 

real estate owners to create energy-positive 

buildings. It helps you to engage and align 

your stakeholders. It offers understandable 

and visual insights and lots of smart features. 

Everything you’ll need to know about 

sustainability will be at your fingertips and in 

plain sight.

Find out more 
about us here.

Click here →
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